
 “Education is the key to success in life, and teachers make a lasting impact in the lives of their students.”  

Solomon Ortiz 

“We are not “just” teachers. We are the managers of the world’s greatest resource: CHILDREN!” 

Robert John Meehan 

“If kids come to us from strong, healthy functioning families, it makes our job easier. If they do not  

come to us from strong, healthy, functioning families, it makes our job more important.” 

Barbara Colorose 

“It is the supreme art of the teacher to awaken joy in creative expression and knowledge.”  

Albert Einstein 

“Let us remember: One book, one pen, one child, and one teacher can change the world.” 

Malala Yousafzai 

“The average teacher explains complexity; the gifted teacher reveals simplicity.”  

Robert Brault 

“You can't stop a teacher when they want to do something. They just do it.”  

J.D. Salinger 

 “Teachers, I believe, are the most responsible and important members of  

society because their professional efforts affect the fate of the earth.” 

Helen Caldicott 

 “Teachers affect eternity; no one can tell where their influence stops.” 

Henry Brooks Adams 

“Your role as a leader is even more important than you might imagine.  

You have the power to help people become winners.” 

Ken Blanchard 

  “What the teacher is, is more important than what he teaches.”  

Karl A. Menninger 

“When you study great teachers... you will learn much more  

from their caring and hard work than from their style.” 

William Glasser 

“Teaching is not a lost art, but the regard for it is a lost tradition.” 

Jacques Barzun 

 “Teaching is the one profession that creates all other professions.” 

Unknown  

“It’s the teacher that make the difference, not the classroom.” 

Michael Morpurgo 

“The older I got, the smarter my teachers became.” 

Ally Carter  

“Only the brave teach.” 

Pearl S. Buck  
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